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THREE, TWO, ONE...!! !THREE, TWO, ONE...!! !
start small. I will attempt a regular gym schedule for 2 weeks
and check in with myself after that..baby steps. I'll hope to yell
less at my children while they are at other people's
houses..baby steps. I'll read more news articles while I'm on
the internet..baby steps. Listen, before you get all judgy - have
you even NOTICED what date you are receiving this
newsletter? I AM A CHANGED WOMAN in 2022, friends. In all
seriousness, I was listening to a podcast today and a woman
was being interviewed, re-telling her story of hearing a hard
diagnosis and related prognosis at a young age. As she
processed it all and started to talk with many elderly folks to
figure out how to make the best of the days & months she still
had, one lady sat her down and just whispered, "whatever you
do, don't skip to the end." So, my friends, whatever those
resolutions or non resolutions for 2022 are- enjoy the journey
& don't skip to the end. The path to next December is chalk
full of living & learning - whether you resolution or not. I'm
excited to share a glimpse of my journey with you this year. 
 HUGS, JB

Welcome back, welcome back, welcome back!!!  Can you
even believe it?? 2022, where did you EVEN come from? Have
you read that GIF that says, "I just found out that 1980 & 2021
are as far apart as 1980 & 1939. I am UNWELL." I feel all of
this. One of my son's looked at me this morning and said,
"mom, it looks like you have two chins. Maybe it's just the
wrinkles." Send wine, please. I AM curious though about
human nature and how we start a new year. Are you all
gung-ho and ready to lose that stubborn 10-100 pounds this
year (refer to my small biz spotlight)? Do you declare you
will become more grateful for what you have and covet less
of what you don't? Is this your year to stop yelling at your
kids and parent only with positive reinforcement? Maybe
you'll declare to read more and internet less? OR do you
think it's all a bunch of nonsense and why set a resolution
you know you won't keep. I think I fall somewhere in the
middle. I'm NOT opposed to bettering myself and setting
goals to make it happen. Who can argue with trying to get
healthier mentally and physically? That being said, I have to 
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LENDER UPDATE

Mortgage Outlook - Q1 2022 
2022 has arrived and with it brings an update on the trajectory

for interest rates in the New Year. As of last fall it had become

clear that rates were on the rise but there was still uncertainty

as to how quickly any market changes would transpire. In mid-

December the Federal Reserve announced that due to inflation

pressures and positive signs in the overall economy, it would

begin to taper off its purchases of mortgage-backed securities.

As this new policy takes effect, mortgage interest rates will

immediately be impacted and start to climb higher. 

This is the clearest sign we have had yet from the Federal

Reserve that we can expect interest rates to steadily increase in

2022. While we still don’t know how quickly rates will be

impacted we do know that the tapering is set to begin in mid-

January. As recently as 2013 the Federal Reserve enacted a

similar program with the following results: 

· May 2013 (tapering announcement) – 3.54% 

· June – 4.07% 

· July - 4.37% 

· August – 4.46% 

There are certainly some differences between now and 2013 but

this is a compelling example for how interest rates have been

affected by tapering in the past. If 2022 is your year for buying a

home, make sure to move forward with a pre-approval as soon

as possible and talk with a lender about how you can best

mitigate the risk of rising rates!

By Tim Phillips, George Mason Mortgage
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Karl K. - Jan. 3
Whitney S - Jan. 3
Jordan P - Jan 4
Brad C. - Jan. 4
Emily T. - Jan. 4
Chris D. - Jan 4

Christine K. - Jan. 5
Ronnie M. - Jan. 9
Chris H. - Jan. 9

Susan D. - Jan. 10
Emily B. - Jan. 16

Jennifer C. - Jan. 19
Elizabeth M. - Jan. 22

Chris C. - Jan. 22
Shawn W. - Jan. 27

Mair D. - Jan. 28
Jay S. - Jan. 30
Erin B - Jan. 31

Featured Listing
Meet this Brandermill BEAUTY, located at 13701 Winterberry

Terr!  For our final listing of 2021 we went out with a bang.
Just over 3700 sq. feet of modern farmhouse charm, this
one did not last long. Staging from Designed to Sell and

Christmas accents by the lovely Margaret Long with
Designed to Celebrate - this one is a true testimament to the
power of paint (Travis Rinehart), minor updates, and staging.

Pictures by the ever so talented Ellis Noble - a team effort
from inside to out.

UNDER CONTRACT!UNDER CONTRACT!
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P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

M A R C H  2 1 ,  2 0 2 0  |  I S S U E  3 0

Hello and Happy New Year to JB Realty and Friends! I’m Tammy Wilkerson, Owner and Project Manager

at Designed 2 Sell Home Staging. I’m thrilled to be a “team member” with Jenny! For this initial “getting

to know you” post, I’d like to hit on the first action item when getting your home ready for market: the

dreaded “de-cluttering!” Truly, one of the most important things you can do when you get your house

ready to go on the market is the declutter and one of the major contributors to a cluttered look is

having too much furniture!! When our professional stagers descend on a home that’s getting ready to

go on the market we often recommend that as much as Half the owners furnishings are removed from

the space so that the house looks bigger. The reason is we want potential buyers to be able to move

around each room without being blocked by furniture. we want to make sure that they can easily access

outstanding features —like the fireplace or built-ins! And of course we want to make sure that they can

look out all the windows. Not only will this enhance their experience while they are in your home but it

will do wonders for the photography of your home. Remember that 95% of all buyers are going to

preview your home on a cell phone! Next, it’s important that all accent items in the home are not too

personal or too cluttered. This is why family photos, award, diplomas, collections, and other personal

hobby items are carefully considered whether or not they are enhancing the presentation. If It all this

seems a bit too daunting - no worries- the team at JB REALTY with the assistance of the expert

consultants at Designed 2 Sell will be happy to assist! So let’s get those storage areas ready and anyone

thinking about going on the market in 2022, we are here to help!

DEC·O·RATE
by Tammy Wilkerson with Designed 2 Sell 

January is National Radon Awareness month . Did you know

that you can test your home for only $3 . You can order a kit

directly from the Virginia Department of Health -

www.vdhradon.org . Should test results come back high

(above a level of 4) you should have a follow up test

conducted by a certified Radon Specialist ; HouseMaster

can help with professional testing . Note : This test kit

cannot be used during a real estate transaction ; if you are

purchasing a home and wish to test the radon level , the

test must be conducted by a certified professional with

NRSB or NRPP .

HOME IMPROVEMENT
by Tim the Tool Man Taylor -- also known as Scott

Wharton, HouseMasters
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New tip each month!



Hi everyone ! I am thrilled to be included as the first Small Business Spotlight of 2022 in the best-selling

newsletter in Richmond      ALL IN GYM, located at 12727 Oak Lake Ct., Midlothian, Va 23112 , is owned

and operated by yours truly , Melanie Watson , Fitness and Nutrition Coach . We opened the doors to All In

Gym in June of 2021 , a dream that has been mine for many , many years !

When I created All In , there were a few pieces that were very important to me . One : It had to be a

predominantly strength focused gym . With my experience and studies over the years , I have learned that

strength training is what gets the job done . I took the time to come up with a consistent protocol that never

changes to ensure that we never overtrain any one specific muscle group . Two : it had to have a very warm

and welcoming feel . Any gym can be amazing aesthetically but if you don ’t feel welcome and cared for , why

would you stay? Community and support goes the distance when you ’re on your fitness journey . It ’s so

important to me . Three : it had to be a one stop shop for the whole family . We offer 8 fully coed coach led

camps a day , yoga , virtual memberships , nutrition counseling , child watch and a smoothie bar . We also have

teen athletic conditioning every night that helps young athletes build the strength , flexibility and mobility

they need to excel at their sport . I believe in my heart I have achieved my goals in following through with

everything that I dreamed this gym could be and I ’m so excited for this new journey in my life . The best is

yet to come .

NEW YEARS SPECIAL : RESET - From January 1-January 31 , pay only $69 and enjoy unlimited workouts , child

watch , nutrition counseling , and yoga ! ! SIGN UP TODAY ! (Email : info@theallingym.com) - More info @

www.theallingym.com .

SMALL BIZ SPOTLIGHT - 
ALL IN GYM
by Melanie Watson, Owner of All In Gym
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From this...

To that!

FROM THIS TO THAT...
(COMING SOON) 

 

New blog each month!

Y'all - our new blog is LAUNCHING! On the 15th of
every month you can look forward to a new

episode of "From This to That" where we feature

YOUR home projects - big or small! All blogs can be

found on our website at

www.jennybrockrealty.com and our first will

feature this bathroom makeover by one of our very

own clients and friends, Lindsey P.! In this month's

blog you will get all the sources, links, and costs to

make this facelift possible. Our hope is that you will

be inspired and educated with each blog on how

to spruce up a room or space yourself and not

break the bank!! 
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To All My Buyers in the New Year:  To All My Sellers in the New Year:

It's About You!

Until next month, friends 

jen
travers

 

 
jen@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 833 1951

jb.

Alright team, family meeting.  We're all meeting in the living room this month for a quick group

discussion.  As we kick off the new year with great anticipation of what's to come in the housing

market, this is the point in the year when I say, "I wish I had a crystal ball." What I do know is this : the

Richmond "spring" market starts early...like January early. As I analyze the data of years past, to use as

an indicator of the future, the following numbers represent new listings in the entire central VA MLS

in December and then January of 2018/2019, 2019/2020, and 2020/2021: 

Dec 2018: 1003

January 2019: 1762
 

December 2019: 1049

January 2020: 2005

December 2020: 1313

January 2021: 1689

I also know that all indications are pointing to another strong market for buyers and sellers. I typically

never say that - it's against everything in my economics 101 brain to say it could possibly be good for

both buyers and sellers. That being said, I genuinely believe it will be a great year to do both and

here's why. Refer to our lender update above - rates are going to stay "relatively" low - even staying

under 5% by the end of the year - buyer win. (side note: 5% - GASP! We all were spoiled last year.)

First-time buyer demand is predicted to outmatch the inventory recovery - seller win. Incomes are

rising - buyer win. Home prices are predicted to also rise (but not quite at the extremes we saw last

year) - seller win. More sellers are expected to enter the market - buyer win.  COVID has created

many more opportunities to buy homes without having to consider the proximity to an office so more

buyers are moving from all over the country - seller win.  

What's my point? 2022 is going to be strong and ramp up quickly. It's cliche but don't wait. If you have

buying and/or selling as a possibility in 2022, starting the conversation now will only serve to better

prepare us on either side for the adventure we are going to embark on this year! 
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Up
76%

Up
91%

Up
29%


